Alan Auld

Alan is a Civil Engineer by training who joined Cementation Mining Ltd in 1977 as their Chief Design Engineer at the beginning of the development of the Selby Coalfield work. After 13 years he left to become a co-founder of the Civil, Mining and Geotechnical Company, I W Farmer and Partners Ltd, which subsequently became Alan Auld Associates Ltd, and is now the Alan Auld Group Ltd. The Group has carried out major design works for deep shaft and tunnel construction and underground mining development for over 35 years and currently also has a Canadian company within the Group, Alan Auld (Canada) Ltd, carrying out design and construction work for the Saskatchewan potash mines. The Alan Auld Group Ltd was bought out by Golders in 2017 and has become the Golder Associates (UK) Ltd Shafts and Tunnels Division of their Mining Group. Alan is still employed as a Consultant to the Division.